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THE SHORT WRITINGS OF FRANK HERBERT 

Although not known for his shorter works, Frank Herbert has created 

some remarkable pieces starting wi th his first publication in 1952, 

"Looking for Something." These writings reflect themes found in the 

longer works, and should not be overlooked by readers and scholars. 

"Looking for Something" concerns the fate of Mirsar Wees, a 

Denebian. Wees is faced with the difficult problem of a professional 

hypnotist named Paul Marcus also known as Marcus the Mystic. Marcus 

attempts to pierce the illusion established by Wees and distinguish 

,/ 

between what is real and what is not real. "As earthlings ITDlst not be 

allowed to do this, given the nature of their usefulness as breeders of 

a gland secretion £rom their bodies kn~ as korad, Wees must displace 

this threat and maintain dominance. The Denebians require the korad 
/ 

to continue their immortality. Through one of Marcus' own subjects, 

i-lees hypnotizes Marcus to forget!i'i~ attempts to pierce the illusi on 

upon penalty of death. Successful" Wees continues in the Denebian 

reall ty which is maintained by continued earthling adherence to illusion. 

liThe Tactful Saboteur" relates the assignment of a saboteur named 

Jorj X. McKie,. agent for a government agency dea1:i.ng in obstructive 

processes. He is investigating Tax Watchers whose chief officer is 

Panthor Bolin, a Pan-8pechi. The Tax Watchers seek to eliminate the 

need for, and the existence of the government agency McKie works for 

on the grounds it serves no useful function. In a discussion between 

McKie and Bolin, McKie defends his agency's usefulness on the the·ory 

that it makes government controllable and sabotage is more efficient 

than red tape. Bolin maintains that McKie's Bureau of Sabotage must 
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be eliminated because it serves no useful function except to make 

trouble and operate against the greater good of humanity. A court 

hearing takes place, and during the legal arguments, McKie and 

Bolin share an unusual confrontation which involves code of honor: 

-5-

Two cultures who have lived together for centuries in an environment 

of supposed understanding, must now face the fact that this appearance 

of understanding has been deceptive for both and not a true reality. 
/ 

A major theme that becomes clear in this court setting is,a sense of 

responsibilit,y for all life, not just one particular culture or species. 

XenophObia and identity are explored, and an understanding is reached. 

Both the Tax 'Watchers and the Bureau of Sabotage survive, and in the 

process, both learn to accomodate the other's existence. 
'" 

"By the Book" is the story of Ivar-..Norris Gwnp and Poss Washington. 

More than a simple story- of two friends working on solving a problem 

together, it reveals the theme that friendship and understanding between 
j 

people can lead to overcoming any difficulty. :eefore the individual 

can truly' sense his or her Olfn:>.existence, alignment of actions must be 

orderly .and secure to achieve harmoI\Y of being. 

"Committee of the Whole" concerns a hearing of the subcommittee of 

the United States Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, and 

Alan Wallace and William R. Custer's roles in this strange hearing. The 

hearing concerns environment and use of land. Although Wallace is Custer's 

attorney, he finds himself surprised at Custer's actions and the laser 

weapon introduced to the commi. ttee by his client. A wry comment is made 

about the American fascination with gadgets, and it soon becomes evident 

that Custer's laser gadget is a doomsday machine. Custer's laser is 

capable of destroying not only the land and the environment, but all of 

humankind as well; he has applied· f_or a patent on the device and it is 

possible for anyone in the world to build the Custer laser based on his 
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schematics. This doomsday machine is available to arvone who cares to 

follow instructions for constructing it. Two points are made in this 

short stor,y: If humankind is not to destroy itself, then education must 

displace the threat of catastrophe resulting from greed for power and 

power must be equ~ shared by all rather than an elite, and secondly, 

self-restraint, neighborly good will, and the respect for the dignity of 

the individual are essential ingredients for humandkind' s survival. 
,/ 

nMating Call" is the story of canmunica.ting with an ~lien species 

by way of music. Laoconia Wilkinson and Marie Madill seek to communicate 

with Gaflca the Rukuchp. Laoconia sees nothing useful coming from Marie's 

music experiments, and she sees Gatka as nothing more than an animated 

Easter egg. Communication is made, and Laoconia and Marie, in their roles 
~ 

as scientists, attend a breeding ceremoqy of the Rukuchp which involves 

a singing ritual rather than a phys~cal sexual coupling 0 Through the 

stimulation ot song, both scientists became pregnant, but the ending 

will be different: Birthing of the Rukuchp res{uts by" splitting in 

half of the original Rukuchp -t.o .. make two new entities. The two new 

entities. are the exact duplication of the original entity. This stor,y 

contains the theme ot communication and understanding, and also subtley 

suggests, that whatever the species involved, respect for its dignity 

as an individual must be maintained as well as respect for its mores. 

"Escape Felicity" is about Roger Deirut's contact with an alien 

species despite a hypnotic command to always return to home rather 

than pursue exploration into the unknown. After eighty dqa and nights 

in outer space, he overcomes his programming, known as the PUSH, and 

enters a cloud which gi vas way to an unexplored region. Contact is 

made, but the aliens concede that Deirut's species is too primitive; 

Deirut is programmed to forget what has happened and returns from 

where he came from. Evolving intelligence, ethnocentrism, and 
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territoriality infused with cultural relativity are evident in 

this short story. 

"The GM Effectlt concerns the discovery of genetic memory by 

two professors, Joshua Latchley and Valerie Sabantoce. In researching 

a 'hormonal process for remOving fat from the body, Sabantoce experilMnts 

upon himself by taking a dosage of Compound 105. The result is he 

has true genetic memory. During a secret meeting with others, the 
/ 

implications or such a discovery become apparent, and the story concludes 

with the murders- or Latchley and Sabantoce, and destruction of all 

documentation concerning Compound 105 except for one copy. The history 

books will not be revised to truthfully reflect what actually happened 

in humankind I s past, but will be maintain~ as they are. The truth 

must be suppressed, and the military and -.established goverrunent will 

see to it: If truth must be preservM, then it must always remain a 

revised truth that reflects the sancity of the group which controls 
I 

the power structure and defines the definition for humankind. The 

continued existence of that group~s perception of truth relies upon 

its continued control of the educational process. Deviance and power 

are defined by those who control them; continuity of the power eli te t s 

existence displaces respect for truth and dignity of the individual. 

"The Featherbedders" is a story dealing in, memory, and also 

involves the rite of initiation. It discusses the various role 

patterns, focusing on the Slorin species and two of its members: 

Smeg, and his offspring" Rick. Memory must possess details if it 

is to be valid, and Smeg as the elder must guide Rick the youth 

through the process or having complete memory. Smeg and Rick ha va 

gone through the pupal stage and possess human fonus. Essentially, 

they can adapt to any form, and this story is an unusual variation 

on the theme of the shape shifter. Father and son do survive thffir 
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encounters on Earth and arrive at some unusual conclusions, especially 

concerning Americans. A philosophical story, it focuses on the themes 

of the outsider vs. the insider, parasite-host relationship, memory, 

evolving intelligence, and honor and love between father and son. 

"Old Rambling Housen is one of He'rbertl s finest fiction stories and 

is one of his shortest works. Unknowingly, Ted. and Martha Graham are spending 

their last night on Earth and are in search of a house to live in when 
/' 

their baby is born. The Graham meet a couple, Clint and ~aimee Rush, 

who want to trade their expensive house for the Graham's inexpensive 

trailer. The Grahams find themselves kidnapped and encounter an agent 

of the Rojac sovereignty; they are advised they are no longer on their 

home planet and the mwsterious Rush couple has fled to Earth displacing 
'-' 

them. The Grahams discover that they ~e locked into a societal setting 

that allows th~ no freedom, mere~ the directives they are required to 

follow, and their fate will be shared by their unborn child. On Earth, 

the Rush couple are happy in their newborn fre~dom, determined to do 

the things they were never allpwed to do under the Rojac sovereignty, 

such as .artisitc and writing pursuits. But guilt builds inside them, 

and they realize someday they will have to contact the Rojac sovereignty 

and confess their deed. To do so means revealing the location of Earth 

and allowing it to fall under Rojac sovereignty; the freedom of Earth 

will be lost and another inhabitable planet will fall under the jurisdiction 

of a sovereignty that does not respect individualit.Y and demands conformity. 

The greed of both couples cancels out potential happiness for either couple, 

and as a result, each couple mst live a life of fear and alienation. Code 

of honor has been lost resulting in a fall from grace. 

":A.-W-F Unlimitedn is an intriguing story about the female branch of 

the Space Agency - WOMS - and a forty-eight year-old, unmarried woman 
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named Gwen Everest. The man in love with her is Andre Battlemont; although 

in love with her for twenty-two years, she does not return his love or 

interest and he has loved her from afaro Battlemont needs Gwen's efforts 

and intellect to insure rising enlistments in WOMS which stands for Women 

of Space. Enlistments are down because women do not like the new space 

armor which the.y feel is too mechanical and too practical. Gwen suggests 

suits that will allow women the right to decide: No to a man's advances 
/ 

anytime, but yes if that woman changes her mind. Her sense of courage , 

and rebellious approach aliena.te the military leaders, and following 

a strange turn of events, it falls to Battlemont to defend Gwen and 

allows him to express twenty-two years of pent-up feelings. Gwen finds 

to her surprise that Bat tlemont is love with her, and further, that she 

likes it. The conference concludes with victory for Battlemont on all 
" 

fronts, and Gwen realizing she had\made everything ~ personal campaign 

against the military minds that dehumanize individuality then attempt to 

destroy it complete~. It was Gwen I s hatred, or the mill tary mind approach 

that sparked her rebellious tactics. The story concludes with Gwen and 
---". -

Battlemont planning a vacation of bliss and happiness together. Equality 

between man and woman is highlighted in this story, indi viduali ty, and 

respect for the rights of others. What is important about this story is 

that it reflects Frank Herbert's view that the military mind is Obsolete 

and should never be allowed to dictate values, norms, and mores which 

are unfeeling and dehumanizing to both men and women. 

Condsidered one of Frank Herbert's personal favorites, "Operation 

Syndrome" is a novella dealing with insanity -- called the Scramble Syndrome 

. which is induced by a machine identified as the musikron. A complex work 

with fully realized characters, detailed plot, and fast-paced, it is an 

excellent introduction to the mind of Frank Herbert for arr:r reader who 

has never read this author's writings, and an enjoyable philosophical treat 
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for the reader who has read other works by the author. Herbert is at 

his very best in this finely crafted novella, and the character of the 

psychoanalyst Dr. Eric Ladde is one of Herbert's most memorable creations. 

The musikron is a machine that picks up the operator's brain waves and 

transmi ts them in the form of a scrambling impulse which in turn converts 

them into energy taking the form of sound. The machine has become part 

of a musi cal group's performance; originally, it was designed by a former 
/ 

colleague of Ladde - Dr. Carlos Amanti. Ladde discovers'that in every city' 

where the machine has been utilized there has appeared insanity. The 

musical group consists of its operator, Pete Serantis, a woman singer 

named Collen Lanai, and the deadly musikron. Jealousy between Ladde and 

Serantis over Lanai leads to further COmPlications, and Ladde realizes 

Serantis is using Amanti's creation for'his own twisted means; to counteract 

Serantis, Ladde must construct his \own version of the machine and fight 

the muSician. In the confrontation between the machines and the men IS 

/ 
minds, the fate of humanity is at stake; the tension builds towards the 

final conflict. Ladde is the--rno.re moral and powerful, and he succeeds in 

displacing Serantis and achieves contro1 of the situation. Combining 

elements of soc1ology,ps.ychiatry, mediCine, psychology, and philosophy, 

this tense novella touches several themes indepth, such as paradoxical 

perception, role, conflict, guilt, compassion" morality, and code of honor. 

The novella, "Murder 'Will In," is concerned with the concepts of role, 

death and dying, immortality, justice, and code of honor. The story 

opens with the death of William Bailey a.t the Euthanasia Center. A Tegas, 

an entity capable of taking a host body through mind displacement, it 

must seek a new host body upon its death or face dissolution. The first 

host taken, out of necessit,r, is an old man named Jame Daggett; but 

Daggett is temporary and soon replaced by a new host named Joe Carmichael. 

Because of the Tegas effect on the Carmichael host body, he is taken 
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to a medical center for testing, and questioning. The entity realizes 

he has fallen victim to government interference -- a government that 

seeks total control of the individual and the individual' s identity. 

During the process, and having never communicated with the host body 

intelligence once it had been displaced following absorption and elimination 

of the power to struggle or resist, the entity finds itself in communication 

with Carmichael's ego. The inner encounter becomes involved, and the 
/ 

Tegas had always fought the host and won, and the host ha~ departed; this 

time, the host has some control and demands to share life with the Tegas. 

During the torture in the medical center at the hands of a government 

official, Chadrick Vicentelli, who is Commissioner of Crime Frevention, 

the Tegas leaves Carmichael's dying body in an effort to avoid detection 
'"' 

by Vicentelli who is in pursuit of such an entity for examination. The 

struggle is brief and the Tegas assUmes, the host's body; at this point, 

the Tegas loses contact with Carmichael. Instead of blending with the 
I 

masses, the Tegas which is Vicentelli, realizes ,a simple truth: It is 

better to have an identity ~emain an. individual than become one of 

the cont;t"olled masses who lead obedient but dead lifestyles. The ~ 

Vicentelli will revi ve individualism, promote the enj oyment of life., 

respect the rights of the individual, follow a code of honor which will 

emphasize equality and justice, and demechanize the souls of the controlled 

masses and set them free. The T,egas has become a leader capable of action. 

"Listening to the Left Hand" is a philosophical statement concerning 

perception and the totality of humankind which is capable of meaningful 

change and responsibility for all of its parts. A prevalent theme is 

that through respect for individuality, process change, and communication, 

a species can experience truth and reach its fullest potential. 

"Seed Stock" is the story of Kroudar and his chosen, Honida, and 
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the couple's adaptation to the ecology of a new planet. Sensitively 

wri tten, it reveals the bond of love and shared responsibility between 

a man and a woman, family and its offspring as new seed stock, and 

the role of the individual vs. government interference. Herbert's 

"Seed S'took" illustrates his subtle themes or respect for the ecology 

of an environment and respect for individuality, and the ability of 

both to work together in harmony without goverrunent interference. 
/ 

"'The Nothing" is a fascinating approach to the agele~s thought 

that the onlY problem between youth and its elders is a generation 

gap. What Herbert shows the reader is that, except for essentials, 

it is not a generation gap at aU between the two, but it is a ~ 

~. Each generation is reared in a societal setting that is different 
--

from the previous one, and each generat~on looks at things with different 

perspectives and different values. \ Other writers have expressed this 

idea, too, since 1945, but none with such a wry approach as Herbert does 

in this story'. The code of honor is interwoved into the fabric of .the 

plot as is the relationship and, demands between father and arf~pring. 

k chanc~ encounter, or 80 it appears on the surface, between a young 

woman and a man who identifi es himself as a Nothing opens the story, 

which is set in a bar called The Tavern. The authorities arrive and 

arrest the Nothing Man and the woman. The Nothing Man is questioned by 

his lather then informed that Jean Carlisle is the woman he is destined 

to marry. At this point, Jean learns the identity of this person 

when his father calls him Claude. Claude Williams does not like the 

idea of not having the right to make a choice in the matter, and 

nei ther does Jean; both are rebellious, independent youths. They 

have been brought together for the purpose or genetic engineering, 

and to aid in the return of a prescient civilization through their 

own children. After a brief, philosophical approach to why they 
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should get married and have children, a wedding does 'take place and 

reluctance towards sharing a life of responsibility together lifts 

from the young couple. Jean returns home to a confrontation with 

her father concerning her coming home late; she tells her parents 

she has taken a government jOb and leaves home on good terms. Later, 

Claude's father reminds the young couple, that although the future 

is not clear, the younger generation must accept its responsibilities 
/ 

towards securing the best possible future for humankind. ,Cultural 

transmission, in whatever form it takes, must have continuity. 

"Rat Race" is the unnerving story of a strange encounter by a 

criminal investigator named Welby Lewis. A. logical man, finely attuned 

to the processes of deduction, he becomes puzzled over what is kept 
'" 

inside certain tanks at the Johnson-Tule..-Hortuar;y. He senses the tanks 

do not contain embalming. auid; directly, he confronts Mr. Johnson, 

the owner of the mortuary. Knowing he is trapped and that Lewis knows 
j 

more than he should, Johnson shoots Lewis with a gun and then shoots 

himself. Lewis survi vas but J-ohnson is dead. As the mystery deepens, 

it becomes evident that the Johnson creature is really a super human 

and the blood from. cadavers was being stored inside the tanks; Johnson 

is found to be an alien. A mutated virus is to be used for experimentation 

purposes on humankind, and the story concludes as Lewis I friend, Dr. 

Bellarmine, attempts to foil the alien plans in a most unusual manner. 

Genetic engineering, respect for individuality, code of honor, and 

shared responsibility for the good of all concerned are the major themes 

in this story, in addition to the theme of extraterrestrial invasion. 

"Gambling Device" is the atory of Hal and Ruth Remsen on their 

wedding night. Despite misgivings, they stop at the Desert Rest Hotel 

and are assigned to room 417. Inside their room, they discover to their 

horror they are trapped with no apparent exit. A voice announces to 
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the man and woman that the.y m~ decide to leave but have no choice as to 

how, when, or where; at this hotel nothing is left to chance and a.ny 

free choice beyond the decision is a gamble and gambling is not allowed. 

In their room, alone, they are advised the.y have the security of what 

the disembodied voice defines as pre-determination. They make the 

decision to go to the lobby and are allowed to go there, only to be confronted 

by people strolling in silence. They are approached by an elderly woman 
/ 

who informs them she believes the hotel is a hospital designed to cure , 

people of the gambling habit. Through a clever approach to the situation, 

and the flip of a coin, the hotel vanishes with its guests and leaves 

the young honeymoon couple alone on the empty desert and their automobile 

nearby to escape in. A finely crafted story dealing with pre-determination, 
--

individuality, shared responsibiliii¥ between a man and a woman, and 

perception of role, it is also one\of Herbert's personal fav~riteso 

"'Occupation Force" opens with General Henry A. Llewellyn being 

rudely awakened from sleep. He is informed by his orderly, WatkinS, 

that a spaceship is preparing-.t.o attack Earth. But instead of the 

impenciin;g attack, the craft lands and Llewellyn makes contact with 

the alien, Loo Mogasavvidiantu who is the ambassador from Krolia. The 

alien has an earthling companion with his crew named William R. Jones. 

Llewellyn inquires if the aliens come as friends or as conquerors, and 

since Mogasayvidiantu appears as human in form as Llewellyn, his reply 

is direct and simply stated: The Krolians had already occupied Earth. 

seven thousand years ago, and had sent this Krolian party to Earth to 

visit its colony. Underneath the surface of the plot and structure, 

it is obvious that Herbert is saying that when contact with extraterrestrials 

is made, they will more than likely look like humans and merely in the 

neighborhood to see how the local coloI\Y has progressed. This is a variation 

on the cultural transmission theme, involving role and paradoxical perception .. 
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Through cultural transmission, socialization to history, motives, values, 

norms, and skills of the dominant culture is passed on to its descendants; 

this is usually done in the form of educational institutions and through 

farni~ teachings. In this instance, since the earthlir~s don't recall 

the original colonizers from Krolia and their culture, the process of 

data transmission has been lost. Instead of two parts of the same culture, 

the Krollans have progressed to superiority over the earthlings and. both 
/ 

have become unadjusted to each other. This distinct difference results 

in cultural lag between Krolia and Earth. In time, while maintaining 

respect for individuality, both parts will become one part of the 

greater whole. The moral good of the whole outweighs the selfish impulse 

of one part, and. accomodation and comp~ion must unite all existing parts 

towards one commonly shared goal. " 

"Passage For Piano" is the stdry of concert pianist Maurice Hatchell's 

piano, and its predestined effect upon an ecologist, Walter Hatchell, 
/ 

his wife, Margaret, and their two children, nine-year-old Rita and twelve-

year-old David. They have been ..£hosen to settle a new earthling colony 

on the Flanet C, and due to weight limitations~ the piano cannot be taken 

with them on the long journey in outer space. An :iJnportant point in 

this story is h'l.U1lallkind's need for musical expreSSion, and the Hatchell 

piano is the fixation for young David. Should David lose the piano, 

he will lose his life because of his attachment to it. Final4r, after 

the colonists make weight contributi ons by gi ving up something in 

exchange for the piano, it is decided to take only the harp and. keyboard 

sections: The frame will be built from the world of Planet C and. house 

the instrumentation from Earth, and David will be the individual to 

provide music for the colonists to stem the homesiclmess for Earth. A. 

study in self -reliance, shared responsibility, code of honor, indi viduali ty, 
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and acceptance, it also reflects Herbert's keen interest in music and its 

need for expression in any species. The memory of Maurice Harchell will 

live on in his piano and through the abilities of David who will play it 

for the colonists. The motif of music is present in much of Herbert's 

writing, and it s.y.mbolizes the innate demand of any species to have 

freedom of artistic pursuit and express creativity. Depending upon its 

application in any given Situation, it can have a positive effect or a 

negative effect; unrestrained creative pursuits at the cost of the whole 

can result in destruction of the one. David's artistic and creative 

pursuits will benefit all of the colonists. 

"Cease fire" is the story of Corporal Larry Hulser and his idea 

for putting an end to war and achieving peace. A chemist, he comes up 

'" with an invention for igniting nmnitions before they can be utilized. 
" 

Unfortunately, the military does n~t agree with his peace int~ntions, mereJ¥ 

implying it will onl¥ change a sympt<B of war rather than cure war - it 

means the elimination of munitions and fuels, f/orcing the useage of the ~ 

sword, espionage, germ warfare, and poisons. Hulser is removed from the 

war zone, and he will be taken heme to be with his pregnant wife; there, 

he will be guarded against enenv capture because of his genius and 

indi viduali ty. The mill tary may not like Hulser, but there is a code of 

honor that must be met" and he will be protected. On the flight out, 

General Savage gives him a book as a gift for his unborn child - a limited 

edition of the unexpurgated works of Niccolo Machiavelli. Because of Hulser's 

invention, only future wars of Machiavellian deceit and treachery will 

be fought, and teChnologies will be constructed accordingly. 

"The Gone Dogs" is a nightmarish acc~unt of the death of dogs on 

Earth, and the role of biologist Varley Trent in investigating the II\Vstery. 

A virus excreted through human perspiration is the deadJ¥ culprit. Through 
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the experimentations of an extrateITestrial, Ger the Vegan, a cross-

breeding takes place, and the result is a beagle hound with six legs. 

Although touching on the motif of pride, the more important aspects of 

this story focus on genetic engineering, adaptability of species, and the 

right to achieve a goal without government interference. 

"Encounter in a Lonely Place" concerns extrasensory perception, and 

remains one of Herbert's personal favorites as a short fiction creation. 
/ 

It is a tersely-written, short, complex work that functiqns on several 

levels of interpretation. It is the story of a village bachelor named 

Cranston, and how he lost his true love, Olna, because of his extrasensory 

abilities during a card game_ Olna believes Cranston is the legendary 

Cottys, the Darman Pan who was able to have his way with virgins by 
'" 

capturing their minds first. Olna fiee:s Cranston's life and marries a 

man named Gus Bills. A. poignant t~e of loneliness, it ~s a subtle study 

in alienation resulting from one's unique individuality, and how a special 

gift can be mi.sinterpreted as something evil abd shameful rather than 

good and beneficial. C~tion is central to the plot, and Herbert's 

message. is deceptive~ simples If one cannot communicate, no matter how 

great the gift or ability is to be shared, then the gift or ability 

becomes tarnished and useless. Cranston's gift becomes a dead albatross 

hung around his neck for as long as he lives. Insider.!!!_ outsider, guilt, 

role, conflict, and freedom from interference round out the themes in 

this unusual story of lost love. 

These selections represent the. major short writings of Frank 

Herbert and cover the time period, 1952 - 1973. Additionally, he 

edited the anthology of nonfiction environmental writings titled 

New World or No World, which was pulbished in 1970. 



Pros ser Herbert Hanuscript 

-- j 

F'rank Herbert I s most recent short fiction has been colledted alongside some 

older fiction and published as :Eye du-ring liovember 19850 Eye contains one 

of Herbert's p2rsonCl.l favorites" ItSeed Stock/' and an unusual introduction by 

the author in -.Thieh he discus3es his persenal feeling about the filrning of 

his novel Du..'1e. lfuny of the stories in this collection E;v:e have been diS"cussec 

previously; as a short fiction collection" it does contain a republication of s 

the author's favori ts stories in one volume. For the reader una.vw.re of Herbert 

keen abilities and skills ~s a short ficti.on IT.('iter,, E.ye is a quick and 

enjoyable introduction to this side of Herbert" and the reader vIill discover 

some of the many themes Herbert intertveaves 'into his longer fiction and novels. 

" Included is tflhe hoad to Dune,1! which could best be described as a tour ,Jf 

Arrakeen narrated by .Frank Herbert; it ~s illustrated by British artist Jim 

J'J.rns and the piece makes its debut in Eye. J..dditirnal stories include 

".-\. Hatter of Traces ... " nlry to J.'iemember ... " Death of a City" 11 and "f'r05 s and 

S §ientistsll as nel'; entries c 
~ 

}.. l1Gws±.ory vr.citten for Eye ... and one that -v.rill 

"" probably become an anthology favorite" is the one titled tlFrogs and Scientists. ,. 
11}?rogs "md Scientists ll captur'es a lot of that special IIthing" caJ.led the 

essence of a "':o:dter, and as a short piece under five-h·'~ndred Hords in length" 

it cl'"".rstalizes and captures an important aspect of. Frank Herbert I s approach 

to existence: Freedom to live llithout interfe:cence. ~"'" . '"'" . .... 
~;v:e ~s 2 I J.n8 reI. e:l'ence 

guide to the themes of Frank Herbert an(~ carl serve 93 :;in intrcductioD. to his 


